Notes: Life of Abraham Lincoln, Nomination, Use this letter as showing how friends rallied after nomination
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I see this letter as showing New Friends Society after-noon meeting. Remains to be jellied. Never used before.

See Nat Guajab Letter in X 17.

See letter to Sam Nugraff
Poems by the late Alfred Tennyson in 1860 in "Hat" magazine.

Dunedin -

Wray p. 104. not fit.
Jornalari

On Being a Presidential Candidate

Part of L. 24

Shinjuku ti. planet heat speech

After C.V. speech, L. was Reicali candidate. L. may 2.

L. met with the heavy loss of a candidate. This is sad news for the city.

See 120, D. 15. Let it up pedal

He 178. many land

No fun being a normal

Chomping cat according

179. cheap for a political event

Current absence - spelling - pronunciation
Praise until there is speed
see [illegible] New York